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North Seamus Heaney
As selected by the author, Opened Ground includes the essential work from Heaney's twelve previous books of poetry,
as well as new sequences drawn from two of his landmark translations, The Cure at Troy and Sweeney Astray, and
several previously uncollected poems. Heaney's voice is like no other--"by turns mythological and journalistic, rural and
sophisticated, reminiscent and impatient, stern and yielding, curt and expansive" (Helen Vendler, The New Yorker)--and
this is a one-volume testament to the musicality and precision of that voice. The book closes with Heaney's Nobel
Lecture: "Crediting Poetry."
Heaney's ten lectures as Professor of Poetry at Oxford, collected here in The Redress of Poetry, explore the poetry of a
wide range of writers, from Christopher Marlowe to John Clare to Oscar Wilde. Whether he concentrates on moments in
the works under discussion, or is concerned to advance his general subject, Heaney's insight and eloquence are
themselves of poetic order.
Jason David Stevens discusses the relationship of lyric forms to history by exploring the way in which Seamus Heaney
formulates a complex relationship between poetry and the actual conditions of our lives in his most political and
metapoetic book NORTH. Two important factors underlie the discoveries about poetry and place in NORTH that make
possible what Heaney eventualy terms "the redress of poetry." The first, a defining feature of Heaney's work in NORTH ...
is that his lyrics can be profitable conceived of a scale in at least three, interconnected senses. [His] lyrics are scales, first
and foremost in a musical sense. And because the sounds of words are comprised of both affective and semantic
information, they elicit an embodied cognition in the act of making (and reading) that makes the poems scales in the
second sense of instruments of deliberation. ... Heaney's lyrics are scales in the sense of imagined responses hung in
the balance against actual conditions. ... the second factor in achievement of NORTH owes much to Wallace Stevens's
idea of a description without place, an idea that is crucial to understanding how NORTH balances poetry's self-delight in
its linguistics processes with poetry as a response to political and social conditions. ... the poems of NORTH instantiate
the poetics that underlie Heaney's project of "the redress of poetry, " and aligns Heaney securely with an important and
underappreciated modernist influence. In the conclusion Jason Stevens discovers that Heaney's lyrics always remain
Northern in that they are autonomous aesthetic spaces within which sound allows him to think out into history. (from:
leaves i-ii). Seamus Heaney won the Nobel Prize for Literature and has been considered one of the most important
English language poets in the world, who was able to to articulate a vision of Ireland--its people, history, and landscape
profoundly, and which gave his poems direction and cohesion. In the NORTH, the Irish experience is reconnected to
various images from different parts of the Northern European areas, and the idea of the north allows the poet to
contemplate the myth and social condition on his home ground in relation to memories of the Scandinavian and English
invasions which have marked Irish history.
Provides insight into seven of Heaney's works along with a short biography of the poet.
Poetry of the Deliberate
An Introduction
Stepping Stones
Human Chain
Interviews with Seamus Heaney
With this collection, first published in 1975, Heaney located a myth which allowed him to articulate a
vision of Ireland--its people, history, and landscape--and which gave his poems direction, cohesion, and
cumulative power. In North, the Irish experience is refracted through images drawn from different parts
of the Northern European experience, and the idea of the north allows the poet to contemplate the
violence on his home ground in relation to memories of the Scandinavian and English invasions which have
marked Irish history so indelibly.
An up-to-date overview of Heaney's career thus far, with detailed readings of all his major
publications.
A powerful new collection by the bestselling translator of Beowulf. In the finland of perch, the fenland
of alder, on air That is water, on carpets of Bann stream, on hold In the everything flows and steady go
of the world. --from "Perch" Seamus Heaney's new collection travels widely in time and space, visiting
the sites of the classical world and revisiting the poet's childhood: rural electrification and the
light of ancient evenings are reconciled within the orbit of a single lifetime. This is a book about
origins (not least, the origins of words) and oracles: the places where things start from, the ground of
understanding -- whether in Arcadia or Anahorish, the sanctuary at Epidaurus or the Bann valley in
County Derry. Electric Light ranges from short takes to conversation poems. The pre-Socratic wisdom that
everything flows is held in tension with the elegizing of friends and fellow poets. These gifts of
recollection renew the poet's calling to assign things their proper names; once again Heaney can be
heard extending his word hoard and roll call in this, his eleventh collection.
This volume gathers nearly all of the poems from Heaney's first four collections: Death of a Naturalist
(1966), Door into the Dark (1969), Wintering Out (1972), and North (1975). This volume gathers nearly
all of the poems from Heaney's first four collections: Death of a Naturalist (1966), Door into the Dark
(1969), Wintering Out (1972), and North (1975).
An Anthology of Poetry
The Haw Lantern
Poems
The Cambridge Companion to Seamus Heaney
District and Circle
100 Best Non Fiction Books has its origins in the recent 2 year-long Observer serial which every week
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featured a work of non fiction). It is also a companion volume to McCrum's very successful 100 Best
Novels published by Galileo in 2015. The list of books starts in 1611 with the King James Bible and
ends in 2014 with Elizabeth Kolbert's The Sixth Extinction. And in between, on this extraordinary
voyage through the written treasures of our culture we meet Pepys' Diaries, Charles Darwin's The Origin
of Species, Stephen Hawking's A Brief History of Time and a whole host of additional works.
Seamus Heaney's new collection starts "In an age of bare hands and cast iron" and ends as "The
automatic lock / clunks shut" in the eerie new conditions of a menaced twenty-first century. In their
haunted, almost visionary clarity, the poems assay the weight and worth of what has been held in the
hand and in the memory. Images out of a childhood spent safe from the horrors of World War II – railway
sleepers, a sledgehammer, the "heavyweight / Silence" of "Cattle out in rain" – are colored by a
strongly contemporary sense that "Anything can happen," and other images from the dangerous present – a
journey on the Underground, a melting glacier – are fraught with this same anxiety. But District and
Circle, which includes a number of prose poems and translations, offers resistance as the poet gathers
his staying powers and stands his ground in the hiding places of love and excited language. In a
sequence like "The Tollund Man in Springtime" and in several poems which "do the rounds of the
district" – its known roads and rivers and trees, its familiar and unfamiliar ghosts – the gravity of
memorial is transformed into the grace of recollection. With more relish and conviction than ever,
Seamus Heaney maintains his trust in the obduracy of workaday realities and the mystery of everyday
renewals. District and Circle is the winner of the 2007 Poetry Now award and the 2006 T.S. Eliot Prize
for Poetry.
Poet and critic are well met, as one of our best writers on poetry takes up one of the world's great
poets. Whereas other books on the Nobel laureate Seamus Heaney have dwelt chiefly on the biographical,
geographical, and political aspects of his writing, this book looks squarely and deeply at Heaney's
poetry as art.
Field Work is the record of four years during which Seamus Heaney left the violence of Belfast to
settle in a country cottage with his family in Glanmore, County Wicklow. Heeding "an early warning
system to get back inside my own head," Heaney wrote poems with a new strength and maturity, moving
from the political concerns of his landmark volume North to a more personal, contemplative approach to
the world and to his own writing. In Field Work he "brings a meditative music to bear upon fundamental
themes of person and place, the mutuality of ourselves and the world" (Denis Donoghue, The New York
Times Book Review).
Preoccupations
The Crisis of Identity
Poems, 1965-1975
The Rattle Bag
Opened Ground

The first detailed introduction to the entirety of Seamus Heaneys workThis study will enable readers to gain clearer understanding of
the life and major works of Seamus Heaney. It considers literary influences on Heaney, ranging from English poets such as
Wordsworth, Hughes, and Auden to Irish poets such as Kavanagh and Yeats to world poets such as Virgil and Dante. It shows how
Heaney was closely attuned to poetry's impact on daily life and current events even as he articulated a convincing apologia for poetry's
own life and integrity. Discussing Heaney's deep immersion in Irish Catholicism, this book demonstrates how faith influenced his belief
system, poetry and politics. Finally, it also considers how deeply Heaney's artistic endeavours were intertwined with politics in
Northern Ireland, especially through his embrace of constitutional nationalism but rejection of physical force republicanism.Key
FeaturesIncludes sections on biography, historical, cultural and political contexts, poetry and other genres, as well as a concluding
section on primary works and secondary criticismPays special attention to the marriage of form and content in the poetry and how they
work together to express subtle shades of meaningOffers close readings of Heaney's canonical poems throughout his career, including
the early seminal poems such as Digging, the abog poems, and his many elegies, such as Casualty, Station Island, and ClearancesDraws
on drafts of the poems and prose at the Heaney archives at Emory University and the National Library of Ireland
The title poem of this collection, set on an Irish island, tells of a pilgrim on an inner journey that leads him back into the world that
formed him, and then forward to face the crises of the present. Writing in The Washington Post Book World, Hugh Kenner called the
narrative sequence in Seamus Heaney's Station Island "as fine a long poem as we've had in fifty years."
More than most contemporary poets, Seamus Heaney's work reflects a search for personal and cultural identity, a desire to come to
terms with his own unique heritage. In this study, Floyd Collins develops a model of crisis that proves an apt tool for assessing Seamus
Heaney's poetic career. In his assessment of Heaney's literary influences, Collins establishes the crisis of identity as a palpable reality
for such predecessors as William Butler Yeats, Patrick Kavanagh, James Joyce, and other Irish writers. Inevitably intertwined with his
upbringing as a rural Catholic in Ulster, Heaney's complex and ongoing responses to his literary ancestors are a crucial part of his
poetic identity. Though he recognizes elements of his own crisis in their lives and work, he is unable to emulate them without
qualification; thus, they have functioned as significant sources of positive and negative identity throughout his career. Heaney's
confrontations with Yeats and Joyce in particular receive special emphasis here. Collins also considers Heaney's work as a translator,
which has provided fresh voices, new masks, and the reassuring continuity of a native literary tradition that emerged long before Yeats
and Joyce. Collins also weighs the critical reception of Heaney's works and the pressures placed on contemporary Irish poets to
respond to the Troubles. Though first and foremost a literary study, Seamus Heaney: The Crisis of Identity places Heaney's work
within a broad scholarly matrix, drawing on folklore, archaeology, geography, cultural studies, psychology, and history to clarify the
impact of Heaney's native culture upon his life and poetry.
'Seamus Heaney has gone beyond the themes of his earlier poetry and has made the giant step towards the most ambitious, most
intractable themes of maturity. The power of this book comes from a sense that he is reaching out towards a type of desolation and of
isolation without which no imagination can be seen to have grown up.' Eavan Boland, Irish Times 'Keyed and pitched unlike any other
significant poet at work in the language anywhere.' Harold Bloom, Times Literary Supplement
Field Work
Poets from the North of Ireland
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100 Poems
The Two Voices of Seamus Heaney's North
A Collection of Critical Essays
Poems, 1965-1975 gathers nearly all of the poems from Seamus Heaney's first four collections: Death of a Naturalist (1966), Door into the Dark (1969),
Wintering Out (1972), and North (1975).
Written by the author of "The Poetry of Seamus Heaney: All the Realms of Whisper" and "Contemporary Irish Poetry: A Collection of Critical Essays", this
is a collection of critical essays on Seamus Heaney.
"Seamus Heaney was the leading Irish poet of the second half of the twentieth century, and, after W. B. Yeats, arguably the most significant poet in the
history of Irish literature. When he died in 2013 the public reaction in Ireland was extraordinary, and the outpouring of feeling decisively demonstrated that
he occupied an exceptional place in national life. The words of his last message to his wife, 'Noli timere', 'Don't be afraid', appeared over and over again on
social media, while key phrases from favourite poems became and have remained canonical. In this short book, conceived for the Writers on Writers series,
historian Roy Foster offers an extended and largley chronological reflection upon Heaney's life, work and historical context, from the poet's origins in
Northern Ireland and the publication of Death of a Naturalist in 1966, through the explosive impact of his 1975 collection North, and then into his years as a
'world poet' and an Irish writer with a powerful influence on English literature generally. Foster considers virtually all of Heaney's major output, including
later volumes such as The Spirit Level and Human Chain, as well as Heaney's translation of Beowulf and his renderings from Virgil. Throughout the book,
Foster conveys something of Heaney's charismatic, expansive and subtle personality, as well as the impact of his work in both the USA and in Europe.
Certain themes emerge throughout, such as the way Heaney maintained a deceptive simplicity throughout his writing career, his relations with classical
literature and the poetry of dissidence in Eastern Europe, and the increasing presence of the unseen and even spiritual in his later work. Foster also
highlights Heaney's importance as a critic and the largely unacknowledged ways in which his own trajectory echoed that of the life and work of Yeats.
Though Heaney evaded direct comparisons with his Nobel-prizewinning predecessor, he personified the quality which he attributed to Yeats: 'the gift of
establishing authority within a culture'. Both poets made a challenging and oblique use of autobiography and personal history in their work, and both
sustained a very particular and sometimes contested relation to the life of their country. Foster shows us that Heaney, like Yeats, came to personify and
express the Ireland of his time with unique force and resonance"-This collection of thirty-one poems is Seamus Heaney's first since Station Island. The Haw Lantern is a magnificent book that further extends the range of a
poet who has always put his trust in the possibilities of the language.
Modern Ireland in 100 Artworks
Selected Poems, 1966-1996
Door into the Dark
Seamus Heaney
On Seamus Heaney

The Irish Times literary editor Fintan O'Toole selects 100 artworks to narrate a history of Ireland.
In the nearly thirty years of his writing career the Irish poet Seamus Heaney has established himself as an enduring world
writer. This book provides the fullest account yet of his early life as an Ulster Catholic and the experiences, influences,
and relationships - personal, literary, and political - that shaped his poetic development and awareness in the midst of
the complex and violent history that has formed modern Ireland. Michael Parker's extensive research includes a
considerable amount of original material, such as photographs and interviews with Heaney and with many key
personalities from his past and present. Parker presents fresh insights into the background and possible "sources" of
Heaney's poems, commentaries on unpublished poems and drafts, and careful readings of each of the poet's collections
up to and including the 1991 Seeing Things.
Nobel laureate Seamus Heaney's first collection of prose, Preoccupations, begins with a vivid account of his early years
on his father's farm in Northern Ireland and his coming of age as a student and teacher in Belfast. Subsequent essays
include critical work on Gerard Manley Hopkins, William Wordsworth, John Keats, Robert Lowell, William Butler Yeats,
John Montague, Patrick Kavanagh, Ted Hughes, Geoffrey Hill, and Philip Larkin.
Selected poems from a Nobel laureate Seamus Heaney had the idea to make a personal selection of poems from across
the entire arc of his writing life, a collection small yet comprehensive enough to serve as an introduction for all comers.
He never managed to do this himself, but now, finally, the project has been returned to, resulting in an intimate gathering
of poems chosen and introduced by the Heaney family. No other selection of Heaney’s poems exists that has such a
broad range, drawing from the first to the last of his prizewinning collections. In 100 Poems, readers will enjoy the most
loved and celebrated poems, and will discover new favorites. It is a singular and welcoming anthology, reaching far and
wide, for now and for years to come.
Seeing Things
Sounding History
Selected Poems 1988-2013
Death of a Naturalist
Seamus Heaney's NORTH and the Scales of Lyric
Door into the Dark, Seamus Heaney's second collection of poems, first appeared in 1969. Already his widely celebrated gifts of precision, thoughtfulness,
and musicality were everywhere apparent.
A Boston Globe Best Poetry Book of 2011 Winner of the 2011 Griffin Poetry Prize Winner of the 2011 Poetry Now Award Seamus Heaney's new
collection elicits continuities and solidarities, between husband and wife, child and parent, then and now, inside an intently remembered present—the
stepping stones of the day, the weight and heft of what is passed from hand to hand, lifted and lowered. Human Chain also broaches larger questions of
transmission, of lifelines to the inherited past. There are newly minted versions of anonymous early Irish lyrics, poems that stand at the crossroads of oral
and written, and other "hermit songs" that weigh equally in their balance the craft of scribe and the poet's early calling as scholar. A remarkable sequence
entitled "Route 101" plots the descent into the underworld in the Aeneid against single moments in the arc of a life, from a 1950s childhood to the birth of a
first grandchild. Other poems display a Virgilian pietas for the dead—friends, neighbors, family—that is yet wholly and movingly vernacular. Human Chain
also includes a poetic "herbal" adapted from the Breton poet Guillevic—lyrics as delicate as ferns, which puzzle briefly over the world of things and
landscapes that exclude human speech, while affirming the interconnectedness of phenomena, as of a self-sufficiency in which we too are included.
In North Seamus Heaney found a myth which allowed him to articulate a vision of Ireland - its people, history and landscape. Here the Irish experience is
refracted through images drawn from different parts of the Northern European experience, and the idea of the north allows the poet to contemplate the
violence on his home ground in relation to memories of the Scandinavian and English invasions which have marked Irish history so indelibly.
Seeing Things (1991), as Edward Hirsch wrote in The New York Times Book Review, "is a book of thresholds and crossings, of losses balanced by
marvels, of casting and gathering and the hushed, contrary air between water and sky, earth and heaven." Along with translations from the Aeneid and the
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Inferno, this book offers several poems about Seamus Heaney's late father.
Seamus Heaney and Medieval Poetry
The Redress of Poetry
Selected Prose, 1968-1978
The 100 Best Nonfiction Books of All Time
Poet of Contrary Progressions
A vivid and original account of one of Ireland’s greatest poets by an acclaimed Irish historian and literary biographer The most
important Irish poet of the postwar era, Seamus Heaney rose to prominence as his native Northern Ireland descended into
sectarian violence. A national figure at a time when nationality was deeply contested, Heaney also won international acclaim,
culminating in the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1995. In On Seamus Heaney, leading Irish historian and literary critic R. F. Foster
gives an incisive and eloquent account of the poet and his work against the background of a changing Ireland. Drawing on
unpublished drafts and correspondence, Foster provides illuminating and personal interpretations of Heaney’s work. Though a
deeply charismatic figure, Heaney refused to don the mantle of public spokesperson, and Foster identifies a deliberate evasiveness
and creative ambiguity in his poetry. In this, and in Heaney’s evocation of a disappearing rural Ireland haunted by political
violence, Foster finds parallels with the other towering figure of Irish poetry, W. B. Yeats. Foster also discusses Heaney’s
cosmopolitanism, his support for dissident poets abroad, and his increasing focus in his later work on death and spiritual
transcendence. Above all, Foster examines how Heaney created an extraordinary connection with an exceptionally wide
readership, giving him an authority and power unique among contemporary writers. Combining a vivid account of Heaney’s life
and a compelling reading of his entire oeuvre, On Seamus Heaney extends our understanding of the man as it enriches our
appreciation of his poetry.
First examination of the use made by Seamus Heaney of medieval poetry in his translations and adaptations, including the
acclaimed Beowulf.
Seamus Heaney, widely considered the most gifted living poet in Ireland and Britain, is the first Irish poet since Yeats to gain an
international reputation. In this remarkable study, henry Hart discusses Heaney's poems, his creative and personal situations, and
his assimilation of contemporary literary theory. From Heaney's Ulster background to poetic influences as diverse as Dante and
Wordsworth, Yeats and Bly, Hart offers sophisticated, lucid insights. Hart argues that the best way into Heaney's poetic world is in
seeking to understand him—as with Blake and Yeats—in terms of oppositions and conflicts, progressions and syntheses. At the root
of all his work is a multifaceted argument with himself, with others, with sectarian Northern Ireland, with his Anglo-Irish heritage,
with his Roman Catholicism, and with his Nationalist upbringing on a farm in County Derry. For each volume of poems, from Door
into the Dark to The Haw Lantern, Hart identifies and works with a specific problem in the text, while developing its intellectual and
creative implications. He covers aspects as diverse as Heaney's incorporation of antipastoral attitudes in his poems, his
fascination with how etymology recapitulates ancient and modern history, and apocalypticism in North. Placing his trust in art's
ability to confront conflicts between freedom and responsibility, between private craft and public involvement, Heaney is shown
nonetheless to chastise himself for failing to have a greater impact on the situation he left behind in Northern Ireland. In pursuing
the literary, religious, and political themes in his books of poetry, Hart shows that Heaney is no provincial bard, as some critics
have suggested, but is as intellectually informed and astute as any postmodernist writer. Any reader of Seamus Heaney's poetry,
and any poet, poetry scholar, critic of contemporary poetry, or student of Irish literature will gain much from reading this book.
Death of a Naturalist (1966) marked the auspicious debut of Seamus Heaney, a universally acclaimed master of modern literature.
As a first book of poems, it is remarkable for its accurate perceptions and rich linguistic gifts.
Station Island
Electric Light
Wintering Out
The Making of the Poet
North

A new edition of the later selected work of a Nobel Prize-winning poet Often considered to be "the greatest poet
of our age" (The Guardian), Seamus Heaney was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1995 "for works of
lyrical beauty and ethical depth, which exalt everyday miracles and the living past." He saw poetry as a vocation
and credited it with "the power to persuade the vulnerable part of our consciousness of its rightness in spite of
the evidence of wrongness all around it, the power to remind us that we are hunters and gatherers of values."
Paul Muldoon wrote that Heaney was "the only poet I can think of who was recognized worldwide as having
moral as well as literary authority." Shortly before his death in 2013, Seamus Heaney began to compile Selected
Poems 1988–2013, and although he was unable to complete the project, his choices have been followed here.
This volume encapsulates the finest work from Seeing Things (1991) with its lines of loss and revelation; The
Spirit Level (1996) where we experience "the poem as ploughshare that turns time / Up and over."; the landmark
translation of Beowulf (1999); Electric Light (2001), a book of origins and oracles; and his final collections,
District and Circle (2006) and Human Chain (2010), which limn the interconnectedness of being, our lifelines to
our inherited past.
An account of the life and work of the renowned contemporary poet charts his experiences before and after
winning the 1995 Nobel Prize in Literature while discussing the artistic and ethical challenges he faced during
the years of the Ulster Troubles.
Gathers a wide selection of poems by British and American authors, including Frost, Ginsberg, Graves, Eliot,
Hardy, Sharkespeare, Tennyson, Wordsworth, and Auden.
Seamus Heaney's North
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